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Abstract—The development of intense, ultrashort, table-top
lasers operating in the mid-infrared spectral region, offers many
new avenues for strong-field physics. Atoms submitted to such ra-
diation allow photoelectrons to acquire huge quiver energies well
over an order of magnitude larger than the binding energy of the
neutral. Consequently, many interesting phenomena arise. First,
wavelength offers a convenient experimental knob to tune the ion-
ization regime by controlling the Keldysh parameter. Second, high
harmonic generation depends directly on the quiver energy and
can, therefore, be pushed to unprecedented limits. Third, wave-
length controls the spectral phase of harmonics, and hence the
possibility to improve the generation of pulses in the attosecond
regime. The use of long wavelength lasers is critical to studying
high-order harmonic generation in condensed phase systems, be-
cause they facilitate harmonic generation within the transmission
window of the material and increase the damage threshold. We
review some of the recent discoveries in long wavelength driven
high-order harmonic generation in the case of isolated atoms, bulk
crystals, and liquid.

Index Terms—Atomic physics, frequency conversion, laser am-
plifiers, optical propagation in absorbing media, photoionization.

I. INTRODUCTION

LASER-based spectroscopy of matter has advanced rapidly
since the first demonstration of optical stimulated emis-
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sion in 1960 [1]. Fifty years later, a wide variety of laser tech-
nologies are available and well suited for specific studies. For
example, narrow line width lasers [2] offer unprecedented spec-
tral resolution, the advent of bright X-ray laser sources, such
as the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [3], opens the high
frequency regime for strong-field physics, and the rapidly ad-
vancing, widely available chirped pulse amplifier continues to
offer a variety of tailored solutions for light matter interactions.

Ti:Sapph (0.8 μm) chirped pulse amplifiers have offered two
major benefits for researchers: 1) They have allowed a large
number of moderately sized laboratories a powerful and robust
tool to study nonlinear interactions in the near infrared, and
2) compact Ti:Sapph lasers that generate megawatt to gigawatt
(MW-GW) peak powers have offered a viable solution to the
chromatic limitations set by available high power gain media
through nonlinear frequency conversion. Nonlinear frequency
conversion and high harmonic generation (HHG) are studies
parallel to the ionization sequence; both are understood by the
highly nonlinear electronic response to very strong light fields.
Here, the mid-infrared (MIR) laser is a powerful tool that allows
the direct manipulation of strong-field laser driven nonlineari-
ties.

It is the purpose of this article to review some of the recent
discoveries of the nonlinear response of matter to strong MIR
laser fields through experiments primarily concerned with ob-
serving HHG. Although the strong-field response is not fully
characterized by HHG alone a full account including the ion-
ization sequence is beyond the scope of this paper; see, e.g., [4].
We will therefore concentrate on recent measurements and the-
ory of the harmonic cutoff, yield, and spectral phase. We then
explore condensed phase HHG and experiments made possible
by the recent advances in a gigawatt MIR laser source developed
in our laboratory.

II. SCALING OF STRONG-FIELD PHYSICS

TO LONG WAVELENGTHS

A. Atomic Ionization in Strong Laser Fields

One of the first measurements [5] of the ionization rate ap-
peared to depend on the intensity exponentially and not to follow
the power law predicted by perturbation theory [6], [7]. This re-
sult suggested to L.V. Keldysh a dc-tunneling ionization. In his
famous paper [8], he shows that the ionization rate changes from
a power law to an exponential, that depends on the laser intensity
I , wavelength λ, and the ionization potential, IP . The change
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Fig. 1. Models of strong field ionization: (a) N-photon ionization + S-photon
ATI. (b) Keldysh tunneling energy diagram.

in the rate dependence on intensity follows a transition from the
multiphoton regime, Fig. 1(a), to the tunneling regime, Fig. 1(b).
The former is referred to as “perturbative” since it is described
by perturbation theory, while the latter is assigned to the Keldysh
approximation usually, considered as “nonperturbative” since it
includes the laser interaction to all orders.

In the low frequency, low intensity limit the Keldysh theory
of ionization [8] reduces to a dc-tunneling ionization. To satisfy
the limit condition, the field’s frequency, ω = 2πc/λ, is assumed
to be small compared to the tunneling frequency. More precisely
this is satisfied when the Keldysh adiabatic parameter, defined
as

γ =
√

IP

2UP
(1)

is less than 1. UP is the cycle-averaged kinetic energy, a free
electron gains from an oscillating electric field defined as

UP =
e2E2

0

4meω2 (2)

where, e is the charge of an electron, E0 is the electric field
and me is the mass of an electron. Depending on γ � or � 1
the mode of ionization is tunneling or multiphoton, respectively.
The rate of ionization proceeds as

wtunneling ∝ exp
(
−2γ

3ω

)
(3)

(independent of ω) for tunneling and

wmultiphoton ∝
(

E0

ω

)2N

(4)

for multiphoton ionization, where N is the minimum number of
photons required to exceed IP .

Keldysh theory was developed for the hydrogen ground state.
It was extended to arbitrary states by Ammisov, Delone, and
Krainov (ADK) in 1986 [9]. The ADK rate includes an ana-
lytical solution for the normalization of the final Volkov state
wavefunction and, therefore, offers a simple closed form solu-
tion of the ionization rate in a low frequency laser field. The
ADK rate is written as

WADK (t) =
IP

h̄
|Cn∗ |2

(
4IP

ωth̄

)2n∗−1

exp
(
− 4IP

h̄ωτ

)
(5)

Fig. 2. Strong field ionization of atomic xenon for a 3.6 μm laser field is
shown in (a). The symbols are the data points and the lines are the calculated
yields from numerical integration of the ADK rate for a Gaussian field in both
space and time. A typical photoelectron spectrum at an intensity of 54 TW/cm2 ,
UP = 65 eV is shown in (b).

With the following

ωτ =
e |E0 cos (ωt)|√

2meIP

(6a)

n∗ = Z

√
IP,hydrogen

IP
(6b)

|Cn∗ |2 =
22n∗

n∗Γ (n∗ + 1) Γ (n∗)
(6c)

where Z is the ionization number, and h̄ is Plank’s constant. As
an example the single and double ionization of xenon at 3.6 μm
(γ = 0.25) is shown in Fig. 2(a) along with the yields calculated
by numerical integration of the ADK formula for a 100 fs laser
pulse that is Gaussian in both space and time. The agreement is
satisfactory for Xe+ and in stark contrast to the ionization yield
measured at 0.8 μm in [10] (γ = 1.1). The discrepancy of the
ADK rate for double ionization is due to electron recollision
and will not be discussed here (see [11], [12]). In the current
experiment performed at 3.6 μm the ionization of xenon is even
deeper into the tunneling regime, γ = 0.25 near saturation, than
in the ionization of helium at 0.8 μm where γ = 0.4. This shows
the efficacy of the wavelength as a knob controlling the Keldysh
parameter.

B. ATI in the Limit of Tunneling Ionization

A significant aspect of the strong-field interaction of light with
atoms is manifest in the photoelectron spectra by the absorption
of multiple quanta above threshold. This was first dubbed Above
Threshold Ionization (ATI) by Karule [13]. An elementary con-
nection between HHG (see below) and ATI is shown in Fig. 3.
In this section, we will concentrate only on how the classical as-
pects of ATI become apparent in the limit of pure tunneling. For
a review of ATI in the multiphoton limit (see [14]). In the tunnel-
ing regime ionization is a subcycle event and electrons are born
at t0 near the edge of the combined barrier with initial conditions
vi = xi = 0 for velocity and position. Subsequent motion in the
field is understood classically with Newton’s second law [15],
[16]. For a field E(t) = E0 cos (ωt) the time dependent energy
of a quivering electron is

E(t) = 2UP [sin (ωt) − sin (ωt0)]
2 . (7)
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Fig. 3. (a) ATI versus (b) high harmonic generation: Quantum processes
(arrows) and classical limits (wavy lines). Both points of view assert the kinship
between the two processes [19].

Fig. 4. TDSE time history of the HHG emission energy for argon excited by
(a) 2 and (b) 0.8 μm driving laser with intensity 0.16 PW/cm2 is shown by the
red to blue color scale. The solid black lines are the purely classical prediction
for return energy and each numeric label corresponds to the nth trajectory. The
top trace shows the electric field of the input pulse, where the time axis is given
in units of the laser period, T. Reprinted figure with permission from J. Tate
et al., Phys. Rev. Let., 98, 013901, 2007. Copyright (2007) by the American
Physical Society.

Examining the crossing of a classical trajectory with the ori-
gin, x(t) = 0, yields a maximum returning energy of 3.17UP

for ωt0 ∼ 0.3 rad. Electrons returning to the origin at t1 may
elastically backscatter (πrad) acquiring more energy from the
field so that

Ebs (t0) = 2UP [2 cos (ωt1 (t0)) − cos (ωt0)]
2 . (8)

Equations (7) and (8) are useful in understanding the major fea-
tures in the photoelectron spectra shown in Fig. 2(b). Electrons
born very close to the zero crossing of the field (low tunneling
probability) will exit the focus with a maximum energy of 2UP .
Electrons that backscatter at different phases of the laser cycle
can acquire up to 10UP of energy.

The validity of the preceding analysis is limited to the tun-
neling (γ � 1) regime. A solution of the time dependent
Schrodinger equation (TDSE) and a calculation of the time
dependent dipole (see next section) [17] performed for argon at
2 and 0.8 μm, Fig. 4 helps to illustrate this point. The extracted
trajectory for each wavelength is shown in color while the com-
pletely classical trajectory is shown with the solid black line. For
0.8 μm 0.16 PW/cm2 γ = 0.91 the multiphoton characteristics

and discrepancy with the classical theory are obvious. However,
for 2.0 μm at the same intensity γ = 0.36 and the agreement
with classical theory is equally obvious.

C. High Harmonic Generation, the Time Dependent Dipole and
Attosecond Pulses

In the low-field limit traditional nonlinear optics treats the
polarization of a material under the influence of a strong electric
field as an anharmonic oscillator [18] such that

P (t) = ε0

∑
q

χ(q)Eq (t) (9)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and χ(q) are the non-
linear susceptibilities of the material. According to Maxwell’s
equations P (q)(t) is the source term for the field reradiated at
qω0 and harmonics will scale with intensity as Iqω0 ∝ Iq

ω0
. The

maximum harmonic frequency observed is understood as the
highest frequency necessary to quantify the perturbation to the
anharmonic potential. We see immediately that in the perturba-
tive limit nonlinear optics pursued with long wavelength sources
effectively samples the anharmonicity with smaller photon en-
ergies, thus producing more harmonics. The novelty offered by
long wavelength sources in nonlinear optics should certainly
be considered and, as we will see later, the transition between
perturbation theory and a strong-field description of HHG is a
physically challenging regime.

In the strong-field limit, the polarization of the medium is
understood semiclassically as ionization coupled to motion in
the field followed by coherent recombination with the ground
state and emission of a photon. The time dependent dipole is
written as

x(t) = i

∫ t

0
dt′

∫
d3pE0 cos(ωt′)dx(p − A(t′))

× d∗x(p − A(t)) exp(−iS(p, t, t′)) + c.c., (10)

where

S (p, t, t′) =
∫ t

t ′
dt′′

(
[p − A (t′′)]2

2
+ IP

)
(11)

is the quasiclassical action and dx(v) is the component of the
dipole matrix element, d(v) = 〈v|x |0〉 parallel to the polar-
ization axis of the laser. Quantum mechanically the energy of
the emitted photon is equal to the summed energy of the ab-
sorbed photons. Classically, the active electron is accelerated in
the field and it is this kinetic energy, which is converted into a
photon at recombination. Since this energy is the source of the
high harmonic energy, the so-called harmonic cutoff follows
by conservation of energy as 3.17UP +IP [15], [16], [20]–[22]
(the maximum energy, again proportional to λ2 promises a huge
increase of photon energy with mid-infrared drivers). Dipole
selection rules imply that an even number of photons are ex-
changed (an odd number absorbed and one HHG photon emit-
ted) because the initial and final atomic states are the same state.
In an isotropic medium symmetry requires that the harmonics
are a comb of odd order frequencies.
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The theory of HHG can be divided into microscopic (single
atom), and macroscopic (propagation) parts. The “single atom”
response or the above time-dependent dipole is the Fourier trans-
form of the harmonic spectrum [23]. Thus, the ability to measure
both the harmonic spectrum and the harmonic spectral phase
are a complete characterization of the nonlinear time dependent
dipole. The macroscopic propagation part of the problem in-
cludes phase matching, the propagation inside the generating
medium, as well as the space and time dependence of the laser
pulse [24]. Phase matching and the macroscopic problem of
HHG require extreme efforts for both theory [25] and experi-
ment [26]. For a recent review of phase matching of HHG refer
to [27] and [25] and references therein. Beyond the classical
model, quantum theories of HHG include the strong-field ap-
proximation [23] and simulations from numerical solutions of
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. A technical challenge
for the theory of HHG driven by long wavelength lasers is the
increased computation time.

With the most common driving wavelength of 0.8 μm
(Ti:Sapph laser) and targets (rare gases), the HHG efficiency is
of the order of 10−6 . Both Lewenstein’s strong-field approxima-
tion and TDSE simulations indicate that the single-atom dipole
decreases rapidly with the laser wavelength [17]. This is most
likely due to a combination of the wave packet spreading during
the electron trajectory in the continuum and the decrease of the
recombination cross-section as the electron energy increases.
As discussed below, TDSE calculations show that the single
atom power spectrum yield scales as λ−(5.5±0.5) at constant in-
tensity [17] (see also [29]). Complete simulations including the
effects of phase matching are difficult. While pioneering efforts
on extending the limits of phase matching with long wavelength
driving lasers [27] hold the promise of fully capitalizing on the
extension of the single atom response experimentally obtained
scaling laws (and the theoretical verification presented in [28])
are important. Shiner et al. [26] performed well-constrained ex-
periments to observe the single atom response and found the
yield to scale as λ−6.5±1.1 . Although the power law is slightly
higher than the predictions in [17] and [28] this may be attributed
to differences in the width of the harmonic integration window.

High harmonics are currently the only demonstrated route to
the synthesis of attosecond pulses first predicted at the begin-
ning of the 1990s [30]–[32] and observed at the dawn of the
21st century. Long wavelength drivers have two distinct advan-
tages in the production of short attosecond pulses. First, long
wavelength driving fields extend the cutoff. Second, long wave-
length drivers produce intrinsically shorter attosecond bursts.
This follows from theoretical predictions (both classical and
quantum models) of two trajectories for a single harmonic en-
ergy. A “short” and a “long” trajectory are each identified by
the total amount of time spent in the continuum between birth
and recombination [33]. As a function of the harmonic energy
the time spent in the continuum defines a group delay disper-
sion (or “attochirp”), which imposes a limit to the duration of
Fourier-synthesized pulses. The group delay dispersion is ap-
proximately linear with energy for each class of trajectory. Be-
cause the ponderomotive potential is quadratic with wavelength
we immediately recognize that increasing the wavelength de-

creases the group delay. Thus, long wavelength drivers simulta-
neously move the harmonic comb to higher energies with more
favorable intrinsic synchronization conditions.

D. An Extension of Keldysh Scaling to Condensed
Phase Systems

In Keldyh’s seminal paper, Ionization in the field of a strong
electromagnetic wave [8], he discusses ionization in the dc limit
for atoms as well as crystalline solids. For the case of a crystal
the Keldysh parameter is

γcrystal =
ω
√

m∗Eg

eE0
(12)

where, m∗ is the reduced mass and Eg is the band gap. As an
example we consider ZnO with Eg = 3.2 eV, m∗ = me /5 in
the direction perpendicular to the c-axis, and a damage thresh-
old near 1TW/cm2 . For γcrystal = 1 requires λ = 1.3 μm and
γcrystal = 0.5 requires λ = 2.6 μm and we see that deep access
of tunneling in a crystal requires MIR wavelengths well above
2 μm. Additional experimental concerns are material absorption
of harmonics and damage thresholds in high density media. By
using long wavelength drivers more harmonics can be generated
in the materials transmission window. Also, Eg becomes many
times the photon energy and, therefore, increases the damage
threshold. This is also the case for a liquid media. By compar-
ing HHG in liquid and solid samples we can learn how strongly
driven electron motion differs as we transition between short
and long range atomic ordering.

A critical observation establishing a physical difference in
the HHG mechanisms in the condensed phase is a comparison
of the harmonic cutoff. The response of an atomic system, dis-
cussed above, is well known and the applicability towards the
condensed phase is a critical question. Our results demonstrate
a fundamentally different mechanism responsible for HHG in a
solid.

III. LASER SOURCES

A. 3.2–3.9 μm Source

The difference frequency generation (DFG) pump and signal
beams are generated by separate laser systems: 1) a Ti:Sapphire
laser produces 100 fs full width at half maximum (FWHM)
pulses with a center wavelength of 0.816 μm and 3.0 mJ of en-
ergy, and 2) an Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier [34] that delivers
16 ps FWHM pulses with a center wavelength of 1.053 μm
and 0.8 mJ of energy. The kilohertz amplifiers are seeded with
commercial oscillators (Time Bandwidth GE-100 [Nd:YLF]
and Spectra Physics Tsunami [Ti:Sapph]) that are electroni-
cally synchronized, as described in [35]. The amplified pump
and signal beams are collimated and sent into the crystal in a
near collinear geometry, Fig. 5(a), to provide lossless spatial
separation of the idler beam. KTA is used because of its high
damage threshold [36] and good transparency to wavelengths
from 0.3–5.0 μm [37].

Timing stabilization for the two independent lasers [35] is
achieved with commercial electronics to ≤ 3 ps rms jitter or
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Fig. 5. Overview of our DFG scheme is shown in (a) with timing synchroniza-
tion (see text for details). The beams are incident from the left. Second harmonic
is produced from the generated signal beam in the KTA and is filtered (f) and
monitored with an integrated amplified photodiode. An energy level diagram
with photon energies drawn to scale is shown in (b). Timing synchronization is
monitored with a cross-correlation technique shown in (c).

Fig. 6. MIR energy and conversion efficiency are shown corresponding to each
normalized spectrum in (b). The efficiency in (a) is given by the initial energy in
the pump beam and does not take into account measured 15% reflection losses.
Each power spectrum of the idler in (b) is corrected for the detector’s quadratic
response (see text for details).

less than 20% of the 16 ps signal (1.05 μm) pulse width. How-
ever, vibrations and other environmental factors limit the syn-
chronization of the pulse trains to approximately 10 ps/(10–30
minutes) drift. The drift is compensated with a feedback loop
that monitors the second harmonic (0.527 μm) amplitude of
the ∼100 fs signal beam generated in the DFG KTA crystal
[Fig. 5(a)]. When the second harmonic drops by ≥5% a full
time sweep is performed, Fig. 5(c), and the optimal timing shift
(−15 ps as shown) is saved. Stability is extended by more than
an order of magnitude and allows for long data acquisitions.

Achieving energies in excess of 100 μJ in the idler of our DFG
scheme requires scaling to high pump fluences (∼0.1 J/cm2) that
simultaneously drive self-phase modulation (SPM). We find that
the SPM leads to spectral broadening of the pump and allows
tuning of the idler. Fig. 6(a) shows the idler energy and conver-
sion efficiency, typically ≤5% of the pump, as a function of cen-
ter wavelength. Idler pulse energies above 130 μJ are acheived
between 3.4 and 3.6 μm. The total conversion efficiency from
pump to signal plus idler is 30%. Each idler spectrum is recorded
using an infrared spectrometer (Instruments SA, Inc., HR320)
and an InGaAs linear detector array (Hamamatsu C7369). The
detector’s response to the idler occurs through two-photon ab-
sorption and each spectrum in Fig. 6(b) is corrected for the de-
tector’s quadratic response. The total tuning range corresponds
to adjusting the phase-matching angle (ϕ) by a total of 60 mrad.

Fig. 7. (a) IAC of a MIR pulse centered at 3.6 μm measured with two photon
absorption in an InGaAs detector. The FWHM is 110 fs assuming a Gaussian
envelope. (b) Spatial mode of MIR measured 20 cm after KTA.

A complete characterization of the idler beam was performed
to evaluate any deletirious effect of the high pump fluence. The
measurements are performed on the pulse duration and spatial
mode. The MIR pulse duration is measured by interferometric
autocorrelation (IAC) using the two-photon response of an In-
GaAs photodiode. Fig. 7(a) shows a typical IAC with a pulse
duration of 110–120 fs FWHM assuming a Gaussian decon-
voltion factor of 2. Fig. 7(b) shows the clean spatial mode of
the MIR beam recorded 20 cm after the KTA crystal using a
thermal imaging camera (Electrophysics, PV320). In addition,
an M 2 value was measured to be 1.2 ± 0.1 at 3.6 μm.

B. 1.3–2.0 μm Source

The 2 μm radiation source used in the experimental results
presented hereafter is based upon a commercial optical para-
metric amplifier (OPA) (model HE-TOPAS- 5/800 built by Light
Conversion). The 2 μm OPA is pumped by a 5 mJ, 50 fs Ti:Sapph
pulses derived from a Ti:Sapph fs system. The TOPAS starts by
using a small amount of pump light to generate a broadband
spectrum via superfluorescence. A narrow spectral portion is
then used as a seed with the remaining 0.8 μm light. After
six passes in two BBO (beta-barium borate) nonlinear crystals
400 μJ of 2 μm radiation is available (on target). Because this
is a parametric amplifier that splits one 0.8 μm photon into two
lower energy ones, conservation of energy implies that 600 μJ
of 1.3 μm idler radiation is also generated.

IV. HIGH HARMONIC GENERATION

High harmonic generation is the only demonstrated route
to generating attosecond bursts of radiation [38]. This section
will begin by reviewing what we currently understand about
the scaling of HHG from atomic systems driven by long wave-
length lasers. The yield, cutoff, and phase or “attochirp” of
atomic HHG will be discussed separately. With long wavelength
lasers demonstrated as a useful tool for understanding the scal-
ing properties of HHG we then turn to exploratory studies of
below threshold harmonics and HHG in condensed phase sys-
tems. The latter is in part motivated by the simple fact that direct
observation of the ionization sequence by constituent charged
particle byproducts in a liquid or solid is limited to surface
analysis. Therefore, understanding the strong-field response of
bulk condensed phase systems may best be initially pursued
by investigating the properties of HHG. As discussed in the
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Fig. 8. High harmonic comb (linear scale) produced in argon for an intensity
of 18 TW/cm2 with 0.8 μm (dashed line-gray filled) and 2 μm (solid line-
yellow filled) pulses through an Al filter (transmission in dotted line). The
cutoff at 75 eV is due to the Al transmission. Reprinted figure with permission
from P. Colosimo et al., Nature Phys. 4, 386, 2008. Copyright (2008) by Nature
Publishing Group.

Fig. 9. High harmonic spectra (linear scale) produced in argon for an intensity
of 18 TW/cm2 at 2 μm through Zr (filled) and Al (unfilled) filters together with
the filter transmission curves (dot-dash and dot, respectively). The graphs are
not corrected for the grating efficiency. The real cutoff (∼220 eV) is seen in the
unfilled curve. Reprinted figure with permission from P. Colosimo et al., Nature
Phys. 4, 386, 2008. Copyright (2008) by Nature Publishing Group.

introduction the long wavelength laser is not just a useful tool
here; it is absolutely critical to elucidate the desired behavior.

A. Cutoff Frequency for Atomic Systems

The harmonic comb consists of an odd-order series of nearly
constant amplitude harmonic peaks of the laser fundamental fre-
quency. The comb terminates at an energy defined by the cutoff
law, h̄ωcutoff = IP +3.17UP , previously discussed as the maxi-
mum energy a classically driven photoelectron can convert into
a photon energy. Verifying the wavelength scaling of the cutoff
is the first goal of the experiment initially demonstrated in [39]
and later quantified in [40]. The harmonic spectra at 2 μm are
recorded in three independent measurements with different fil-
ters, which have been separately normalized: aluminum (Fig. 8)
and zirconium for the low energy portion and aluminum for
the high-energy region (Fig. 9). First, Fig. 8 shows the argon

Fig. 10. Yield versus wavelength from strong field approximation (SFA)
(crosses) and TDSE calculations (dots). The strong decrease is discussed in
the text. Reprinted figure with permission from J. Tate et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.,
98, 013901, 2007. Copyright (2007) by the American Physical Society.

harmonic distribution in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) region
driven by 0.8 μm and 2 μm fundamental fields, transmitted by
an Al filter [40]. The 0.8 μm distribution shows a 50 eV cut-
off (i.e., order 31) consistent with previous measurements, time
dependent numerical results [17] and the cutoff law. In con-
trast, as seen in Fig. 8 excitation with the longer wavelength
produces a denser harmonic comb (consequence of the smaller
photon energy) extending to the Al L-edge at∼70 eV. Using a Zr
filter instead, the same argon harmonic comb is observed to ex-
tend over the entire Zr filter transmission window (60–200 eV)
(Fig. 9). The fast structure is the 2h̄ω (1.2 eV) spacing while
the overall shape is a convoluted instrumental response. No har-
monics are generated in this region using 0.8 μm excitation.
A third set of measurements using the second Al-transmission
window is necessary to establish that the 2 μm harmonic cutoff
is ∼220 eV because the measurement using the zirconium filter
is obviously spectrally limited by the transmission drop at short
wavelengths. This cutoff value is consistent with the TDSE cal-
culations [17] and extends the cutoff in argon beyond the value
found in a previous work at 1.5 μm [41] (Fig. 9).

B. Harmonic Yield for Atomic Systems

The above distributions and extended cutoffs demonstrate the
effectiveness of the λ2-scaling for the production of higher en-
ergy harmonic photons. However, the dependence of the yield
on wavelength presents a challenge for both theory and exper-
iment because of macroscopic phase matching effects. Numer-
ical solutions of the TDSE show that the “single atom” dipole
power spectrum scales as λ−(5.5±0.5) at constant intensity [17]
(Fig. 10). Recent experiments [26] agree with theoretical predic-
tions. Individual dispersive effects from free electrons, the Gouy
phase (i.e., the π phase shift that a Gaussian beam undergoes at
focus) and the intrinsic dipole phase [24] generally result in an
even more rapid decrease of the macroscopic yield scaling with
wavelength [41]. Fortunately, control parameters such as focus-
ing and target density enable a means for global optimization
of phase matching. In fact, recent work demonstrates that high
pressures are required to optimize phase matching in waveg-
uides [27], [42]–[44]. This, in turn, suggests that target density
may, to a large extent, mitigate the above losses that result by
scaling to longer driving wavelengths [27], [42]–[44] provided
that phase matching is performed in a waveguide.

Independent of theory, an experiment can provide a valu-
able metric to assess real working photon fluxes available for
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attoscience. The change in harmonic yield in argon between 0.8
and 2 μm was monitored while keeping the other conditions
fixed, e.g., intensity, argon density and focusing. Confining the
comparison to a spectral bandwidth (35–50 eV) common to both
wavelengths, the 2 μm harmonics are observed to be 1000-times
weaker than with 0.8 μm and 6-times less than that predicted by
“single atom” calculations [17]. Naturally, in an experiment one
has the resource of independent optimization of the parameters.
By optimizing the argon density for a maximum harmonic yield
at both wavelengths we achieve a yield at 2 μm that is only
85-times weaker than the yield at 0.8 μm. This result offers the
promise that additional optimization of pump intensity and fo-
cusing geometry will further close the gap in yield for the EUV
(≤50 eV) with superior results anticipated for higher photon
energies (50 ≤ h̄ω ≤ 200 eV).

C. Harmonic Phase for Atomic Systems: Above Threshold Case

While an experimental understanding of the scaling of har-
monic yield and cutoff are important, the ultrafast aspects of
attosecond pulse generation can only be addressed by sophis-
ticated metrological techniques. Generating harmonic combs
with copious bandwidths does not ensure a useful well char-
acterized attosecond pulse. With respect to ultrafast metrology
the spectral group delay dispersion (GDD) is one of the fun-
damental limits of ultrashort transform limited pulses [45]. In
the context of attosecond pulses Fourier-synthesized from high
harmonics, an inherent GDD exists, due to the relationship be-
tween harmonics and the length of the electron trajectories that
generates them [46], [47] as discussed above. The laser used in
this section is our tunable (1.3–2.3 μm) source.

We address the spectral phase for HHG by adapting the
all-optical method introduced by Dudovich et al. [48]. In this
method, the high harmonics are generated by a two-color com-
bined field composed of the fundamental driving field and its
second harmonic. Since the total resultant electric field is no
longer symmetric from one half optical cycle to the next, the
centrosymmetry of the generation process is lost, resulting in
both even- and odd-order harmonics. The amplitude of the even-
order harmonics depends on the relative phase of the two-color
combined field. By controlling the subcycle delay between the
fundamental and second harmonic pulses and recording the re-
sulting oscillations, it is possible using the semiclassical model
to retrieve the emission times of the even-order harmonics, and
by interpolation, that of the odd orders. In the limit of a suf-
ficiently weak second harmonic beam the emission times cor-
respond to the unperturbed values. It should be stressed that
this method yields the in situ attochirp, independent of possible
subsequent compensation, and therefore simplifies the compar-
ison with theory. The phase of the high harmonic light has been
measured with this method in gas jets of argon and xenon at
three different driving wavelengths (0.8, 1.3, and 2 μm).

The experimental setup is similar to the original measurement
conducted in [48]. A 300-μm-thick BBO crystal, tuned out of
the phase-matching angle, generates the required small amount
of second harmonic for all three wavelengths. The group delay
accumulated through propagation in air and glass must be com-

Fig. 11. (a) Full scan of ω-2ω delay obtained in xenon at 2 μm, and an intensity
of 21 TW/cm2 . The even-order harmonics oscillate at four times the fundamental
frequency. The dotted line serves as a guide for visualizing the shift in the delay
that maximizes each even-order harmonic. (b) Two individual spectra [line outs
of (a)] for specific delays maximizing (solid line) or minimizing (dashed line)
the even-order harmonics. Reprinted figure with permission from G. Doumy
et al., Phys. Rev. Let., 102, 093002, 2009. Copyright (2009) by the American
Physical Society.

pensated for the pulses to temporally overlap on target. This is
achieved by using a number of birefringent plates (calcite) and
a pair of fused silica wedges, which are also used to control
the fine subcycle delay between the electric fields of the two
pulses. A zero-order, half-wave plate is finally used to set the
polarizations of the two pulses parallel. A silver-coated mirror
of 450 mm focal length focuses both beams on the harmonic
generation atomic jet. This source consists of a pulsed gas valve
based on a piezoelectric disk operating at 1 kHz. Backed with
a pressure of 2.5 atm, the valve opens for 100 μs into a 2-mm
long, 1-mm diameter channel, which allows for high densities
in the generating medium, with both argon and xenon. Har-
monics are produced to phase match the short quantum paths.
The generated harmonics are then imaged on an XUV CCD
(Andor) situated at the exit of our XUV spectrometer (Hettrick
Scientific).

Two typical high harmonic spectra are presented in Fig. 11(b)
for xenon excited by a 21TW/cm2 , 2 μm pulse. The spectra
recorded for two different ω-2ω total fields illustrate the change
in amplitude of the even-order harmonics with phase. By con-
trast, the odd-order harmonics are not modulated. A pair of
fused silica wedges provides attosecond control of the relative
phase between the ω-2ω fields. Fig. 11(a) is a global plot of
the harmonic spectra as a function of this relative phase and
shows both the periodic oscillations and the shift in the delay
that maximizes different even-orders.

The phase between the fundamental and the second harmonic
fields that maximizes each even-order harmonic (hereafter noted
ϕmax ) is extracted from the data in Fig. 11. Following the proce-
dure in [48], ϕmax is calculated using the semiclassical model
and then fit to the measured values by adjusting an additive
constant (the unknown offset of the relative phase between the
ω-2ω fields). The analysis confines this treatment to only the
plateau harmonics where recollision physics is the source of
harmonic generation. The attochirp, β, scales with T/UP where
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Fig. 12. Scaling of the attochirp as a function of wavelength. The product of
the attochirp β with the intensity I is plotted in order to remove the effect of
the peak intensity. The straight line corresponds to the predicted scaling 1/λ.
Reprinted figure with permission from G. Doumy et al., Phys. Rev. Let., 102,
093002, 2009. Copyright (2009) by the American Physical Society.

T is the laser period. Since T/UP ∼ 1/I·λ plotting the prod-
uct β·I, Fig. 12, demonstrates the pure wavelength scaling of
the attochirp. The figure also includes measurements in argon
for 80 TW/cm2 , 0.8 μm, and 71 TW/cm2 , 2 μm pulses. The
expected 1/λ dependence is plotted as a solid line and the ex-
perimental evidence clearly demonstrates the reduction of the
attochirp with fundamental wavelength. In the following we
consider the intrinsic attochirp, measured in situ, free of any
subsequent compensation and illustrate how the duration of at-
tosecond pulse generation scales with wavelength. The mea-
sured attochirp is reduced by using a longer wavelength driver
from a value of 41.5 as/eV at 0.8 μm to 21.5 as/eV at 2 μm.
We then choose a restricted bandwidth so as to minimize the at-
tosecond pulse duration with respect to the measured attochirp
and note that choosing too large of a bandwidth will result in a
temporally broadened pulse. For these conditions, the optimum
pulse duration goes down from 250 as at 0.8 μm (12.5 eV of
bandwidth) to 180 as at 2 μm (20 eV of bandwidth). In the-
ory, the central frequency can be set anywhere in the generated
spectra, up to 25 eV at 0.8 μm and 90 eV at 2 μm.

D. Harmonic Phase for Atomic Systems: Subthreshold Case

Recently, harmonics near and below the ionization threshold
have attracted attention [49]. The gray area between perturbation
theory and HHG may offer insight into electron dynamics in an
energy regime that is structurally rich. Long wavelength lasers
coupled to low IP systems allow an excellent test ground for
such scaled interactions. A strong motivation for experimental
studies is that here the harmonic comb spans the visible to
UV allowing the use of well established optical techniques,
with a wealth of rigor, to be employed. In this section, we
will investigate near and sub-threshold harmonic generation in
atomic cesium.

The experiment was [50] conducted using our 3.6 μm laser
system (Section III. (a)). The s-polarized 3.6 μm pulse was split
into two beams using a CaF2 window. The transmitted pulse gen-
erated the high harmonic comb in a cesium heat pipe with argon
buffer gas at 20 torr and a focused intensity of 2.66 TW/cm2 , and
the reflected pulse produced the 1.8 μm gate used in the non-
collinear XFROG [51] geometry. Harmonic orders H3–H17 are
conceivably within the phase-matching range afforded by BBO;

Fig. 13. (a) Measured spectrogram for H9 and H11 using the 2-mm-thick
LiF heat pipe output window with 2.7TW/cm2 pulses interacting with caesium
buffered by argon at 20 torr. (b) Spectrogram retrieved using the PCGPA. The
trace grid size is 1024 × 1024 and the FROG error is 7.83 × 10−4 . Reprinted
figure with permission from E. P. Power et al., Nature Phot. 4, 352, 2010.
Copyright (2010) by Nature Publishing Group.

however, experimental constraints limited the current studies to
H5–H13. Because the bandwidth covered by the harmonics pre-
cludes the use of a single BBO crystal to produce a spectrogram
covering all orders, separate crystals were used for each pair
of adjacent orders. The phase-matching angles and thickness
were chosen to equilibrate the sum frequency generation (SFG)
conversion efficiencies for the designed orders.

Each spectrogram contains the SFG XFROG signals for two
adjacent harmonic orders in a single scan; the relative delay
between the harmonics is embedded directly into the spectro-
gram. Fig. 13 shows the measured and retrieved spectrograms
for harmonic orders 9 and 11. We used the principal compo-
nents generalized projection algorithm (PCGPA) [52] for pulse
retrieval.

We find that the observed harmonics are subject to negative
dispersion, as seen in Fig. 14, in stark contrast to the zero dis-
persion expected for perturbative harmonics. Error bars were
computed using the bootstrap technique [53] for extracting de-
lays; the total error for the window-free delays was calculated
using a sum-of-squares method. The uncertainty in the extracted
delays was ±180 as.

High harmonic generation depends on both the single-atom
nonlinear dipole, and macroscopic phase matching. However,
in many cases the dipole yields sufficient information to com-
pletely describe the observed behavior. A numerical solu-
tion of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation [54] (TDSE)
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Fig. 14. dϕ/dq for H5–H13 is extracted (solid trace). Error bars are computed
using the bootstrap technique followed by a sum-of-squares (see [50] for details).
dϕ/dq extracted from a 1-D TDSE solution (dashed trace). The inset shows
dϕ/dq for the 2-mm LiF window (solid trace), 3-mm LiF window (dashed
trace) and 5-mm LiF window (dotted trace) configurations. Reprinted figure
with permission from E. P. Power et al., Nature Phot. 4, 352, 2010. Copyright
(2010) by Nature Publishing Group.

using a 1-D model potential was used to calculate the induced
dipole [55] D(ω) similar to the experimental conditions. The
model is inherently approximate due to its dimensionality and
provides only the single-atom response, not the averaged sig-
nal obtained from experiment. Nevertheless, Fig. 14 shows that
the calculated delays, dϕ/dq, are in good agreement with the
measured negative dispersion. For high harmonic generation in
noble gases, the dispersion due to post-generation propagation
through the medium is generally ignored because the magni-
tude of this dispersion is usually negligible. We used pressure-
tuned Sellmeier models to calculate the refractive indices for
argon [56] and cesium [57], and calculated that dispersion due
to argon was inconsequential for all harmonic orders, and disper-
sion in cesium did not significantly affect the results presented
in Fig. 14 between H7 and H13.

In the semiclassical model, each harmonic order has contri-
butions from two different electron trajectories, dubbed short
and long. For the short trajectory the electron returns near the
zero of the laser electric field, whereas the long trajectory return
is closer to the peak. Short and long trajectory harmonics can
be easily differentiated by d2ϕ/dq2 : short trajectory harmonics
have positive GDD, and long trajectory harmonics have negative
GDD. Furthermore, the tunneling probabilities for electrons to
be born at appropriate times (phase) to generate near-threshold
harmonics overwhelmingly favor the long trajectory. Another
group [49] recently used a quantum path analysis [58] to show
that no negative-energy returns existed for short trajectory elec-
trons. The analysis revealed, however, that a long trajectory path-
way did exist with a net negative return energy, along with the
expected perturbative harmonics at lower intensities. This find-
ing is consistent with our results: the observed negative GDD is
strongly suggestive of harmonics generated from long trajectory
electrons. The observed divergence angle for the generated har-
monics was ∼15 mrad, in agreement with the large divergence
expected for long trajectory harmonics. One possible interpre-
tation for the generation of below-threshold harmonics through
the three-step model is the following: long trajectory electrons

returning near the peak of the electric field see a suppressed
core potential, effectively reducing IP and allowing emission
of photon energies <IP . Because short trajectory electrons re-
turn near a field zero, the field strength required for a shift in
the binding energy is absent. Thus, emission of below-threshold
harmonics from short trajectory electrons is not possible in this
scenario.

E. Harmonic Emission from Condensed Phase Systems

We have seen that wavelength scaling harmonic generation
allows insight towards how the nonlinear dipole is character-
ized by harmonic yield, cutoff, and spectral phase for gas phase
systems below and well above IP . An extension of this ap-
proach to the nonlinear response of condensed phase systems
is best pursued in the limit of h̄ω � IP ,Eg . Here harmonics
will occur at visible and UV frequencies at least partially in
the system’s window of transmission, thus simplifying signal
detection and characterization. With this in mind, we turn to-
ward our preliminary investigations of liquid and solid systems.
All studies performed in this section were carried out with our
longest wavelength system for λ ≥ 3.2 μm.

Condensed phase media presents a challenge for understand-
ing HHG because the applicability of the three-step model is
problematic in cases where the average atomic separation (0.1–
1.0 nm) is smaller than the quiver amplitude. The concept of
quiver motion, significant excursion amplitude and large kinetic
energy, may give rise to interesting phenomena not observed at
shorter wavelengths or less dense media. However, its relevance
towards understanding the mechanisms responsible for HHG is
questionable. For example, at an intensity of 10 TW/cm2 the
quiver energy and amplitude are 0.6 eV and 0.28 nm at λ =
0.8 μm and 12.5 eV and 5.8 nm at λ = 3.66 μm, respectively.
In typical liquids, the electron excursion driven by an MIR laser
far exceeds the global maximum, and indeed several subse-
quent subsidiary maxima, of the pair distribution function. The
electron therefore could be perturbed on its return path to the
molecule required for HHG. A study performed at 0.8 μm [59]
indicates that the density of a liquid is sufficient to shut down
HHG. In view of our own, Section IV-D, and other works [49]
exploring subthreshold HHG outstanding questions regarding
the generation mechanisms and role of laser wavelength are
apparent. These questions are initially best explored with ex-
periments. In addition, we note that results presented in [60],
[61] on a liquid suggest that a vibrational resonance may also
contribute to the observed nonlinear dipole.

1) Solids Experiments: Previously, experimental observa-
tion of nonperturbative HHG in a solid was only in reflection
geometry [62]. HHG in a bulk periodic solid [63] is funda-
mentally different from the atomic case and surface harmonic
generation. The recollision model of HHG fails completely in
case of bulk crystals. The amplitude of the maximum excur-
sion of a recoliding electron is rmax = eEλ2 /4πmc2 . For E =
0.6 V/Å at λ = 3.25 μm, the atomic case would be UP = 5 eV
and rmax = 32 Å. The latter is many times the lattice constant
of a typical crystal. Thus, we expect the possibility of ionization
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Fig. 15. Measured high-order harmonic spectra and field dependence of the
cutoff frequency. (a) Shows the spectra from a 500-μm-thick ZnO crystal where
the optic axis is perpendicular to the surface. The wavelength of the driving
field is centered at 3.25 μm. The spectra represented by the green and blue
curves are for driving pulse energies of 0.52 μJ and 2.63 μm, corresponding to
an estimated vacuum field strength of 0.27 V/Å and 0.6 V/Å, respectively. The
inset shows the expanded view at and near the cutoff of the 2.63 μJ spectrum on
a linear scale. The dotted vertical line marks the approximate band edge of the
crystal, as indicated by the residual fluorescence signal. (b) High-energy cutoff
scales linearly with drive laser field. Reprinted figure with permission from S.
Ghimire et al., Nat. Phys., 7, 138, 2011. Copyright (2010) by Nature Publishing
Group.

from one site and recombination on another; however, because
of the lattice periodicity the process would still be coherent.

In our experiment [63], the linear polarized MIR light is fo-
cused on a single crystal ZnO wafer near normal incidence.
ZnO is a noncentrosymmetric uniaxial crystal (wurtzite struc-
ture) with its optic axis along the hexagonal c-axis. The entire
high harmonic setup is in a sealed container that is continu-
ously purged with Ar gas. Thus, it is capable of detecting UV
wavelengths down to 115 nm, limited by the transmission of the
MgF2 window on the ICCD. Fig. 15(a) is a representative spec-
tra showing odd-order harmonics generated in a 500-μm-thick
ZnO crystal cut perpendicular to its optic axis. The presence
of harmonics above the band-gap suggests that the generation
is limited to the last few tens of nanometers of material (as-
suming linear absorption of the harmonics corresponding to
the field-free case). The spectra also show fluorescence due to
electron-hole recombination. Unlike the harmonics, the fluores-
cence is long-lived as verified by delaying the electronic gate on
the ICCD. The two displayed spectra are taken at different pulse
energies. The lower pulse energy (0.52 μJ) spectrum extends up
to H17, while the higher pulse energy (2.63 μJ) extends further
to the H25. Fig. 15(b) shows the measured high energy cutoff
as a function of drive laser field. We find that the cutoff scales
linearly with the field. This is a striking difference to the atomic
case where the scaling is quadratic in the field [64], [65].

The nonpertubative character of the high-order harmonics can
be clearly seen in the scaling of the individual harmonic peaks
with drive intensity. Fig. 16 shows how the harmonic peaks, H9-
H21, scale as a function of estimated drive-laser intensity from
0.5–5 TW/cm2 (field strength from 0.2–0.6 V/A) on a logarith-
mic scale. We note that in the perturbative regime, the harmonics

Fig. 16. Dependence of the strength of the individual harmonics with laser
intensity/field. The harmonic orders (H9-H21) are indicated on the right and
the dashed (I15 ) line is a power law to guide the eye. Reprinted figure with
permission from S. Ghimire et al., Nat. Phys., 7, 138, 2011. Copyright (2010)
by Nature Publishing Group.

would scale with the order of the process. For comparison, we
show this scaling for a 15th order process. At lower intensities,
the harmonics are highly nonlinear with similar intensity de-
pendence irrespective of order, while at higher intensities the
scaling is much closer to a linear scale.

We consider a simple model, which shows how nonperturba-
tive HHG could arise in a solid due to periodically modulated
Bloch oscillations. In the case of an oscillation in a single cosine
band, harmonics of the drive frequency are expected to extend
on the order of ωB /ω [66], where ωB = eEd/h̄ is the corre-
sponding Bloch frequency for Bragg scattering of an electron
from a lattice of periodicity d for a peak electric field, E0 . How-
ever, in our experiments, we detect harmonics up to the H25 for
conditions when ωB /ω ∼ 5. A more realistic description for the
mechanism would include the dressed-band structure with both
intra- and interband transitions as well as propagation effects.
Despite these complications, in what follows we will see that a
model for acceleration in a single noncosine band allows much
higher orders harmonics and captures the general features of
measured HHG spectra including the linear scaling of the cutoff
with applied field.

We consider a 1-D band, ε (k) =
∑

cn cos (nkd). The accel-
eration of a small electron density N centered at k = 0 at the
peak of the electric field, E0cos(ωt), will produce a nonlinear
current density
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where m∗ is the band-effective mass at k = 0, bn = cn d2m∗/h̄2

are scaled Fourier coefficients of the band, and Jl is a Bessel
function of the first kind of order l. We write the time de-
pendent current in a form reminiscent of Ohm’s law, but it
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Fig. 17. Model calculation of nonlinear response of carriers confined to a
single band. The field strength of laser is such that ωB = 5ω. Panels (a), (b)
and (c) show the normalized field, the nonlinear current in units of the linear
conductivity times the peak field, and the electron trajectory in units of d. The
harmonic content displayed in (d) of the current for the noncosine band in
blue and for a pure cosine band in green, is also given in units of the linear
conductivity times the peak field for the same value of peak field. The cutoff
extension is, therefore, due only to the additional harmonic content present in
the band. Reprinted figure with permission from S. Ghimire et al., Nat. Phys.,
7, 138, 2011. Copyright (2010) by Nature Publishing Group.

is clearly nonlinear, with a spectrum comprising odd harmon-
ics of the driving frequency that will subsequently radiate.
Fig. 17 shows the normalized drive field, nonlinear current,
the electron trajectory and corresponding spectrum for the
time-varying current when ωB /ω = 5. We choose a primar-
ily cosine band with a small third spatial harmonic component
(ε (k) = 2.5 (1 − 0.95 cos (kd) − 0.05 cos (3kd)) [eV ]), where
d = 3 a/2 ∼ 2.8 Å. This approximates the first con-
duction band of ZnO along Γ-M as calculated using the
nonlocal empirical pseudopotential method in [67]. Also in
Fig. 17(d), we show the calculated spectra for cosine band
(ε (k) = 2.5 (1 − cos (kd)) [eV ]) demonstrating the sensitivity
of the spectrum to the small variation in the band structure.
Evidently the harmonic content in the current is due to a com-
bination of Bragg scattering near the peaks of the electric field
along with anharmonic motion in the band, all of which repeats
every half-cycle of the laser field. The contribution to the current
for spatial frequency nk scales nonperturbatively for sufficiently
high fields, resulting in a plateau extending to harmonic order
(2 s-1)n ≈ neEd/h̄ω. Thus, the cutoff of the high-order har-
monics will scale linearly with the field in agreement with our
experimental results.

2) Liquid Experiments: In this section, we discuss liquid
H2O and D2O because they are relatively simple fluids with
equivalent electronic, but different nuclear structures, thus al-
lowing an assessment of the role of vibrational resonances [61]
for near resonant OH stretches ∼2900 nm and OD stretches
∼3900 nm. The peak intensity for these studies is estimated to
be 40–80 TW/cm2 from similar focusing conditions performed
to collect photoelectron spectra from xenon gas. The experiment
performed in this section combines the high intensity performed
in [59] with the novelty of long wavelength in [61] and, thus,
bridges the gap between the previous studies.

Using a flowing fluid source has a few key advantages:
rapid self regeneration allows the sample to be exposed to field
strengths that would otherwise cause irreparable damage or limit

Fig. 18. Heavy water (dash-red) and water (solid-blue) harmonic spectra at
approximately 600 MW of MIR. Vertical bars along the wavelength axis are odd
multiples of the fundamental field. (b) Efficiencies of water and heavy water
considering collinear propagation with phase matching and resonant absorption.
The vertical bars are Im ax /10 points within the thickness of the fluid. Shown
on top is H2 O (solid lines-blue) and bottom D2 O (dashed lines-red). In both
cases H5 is dark, H7 is medium, and H9 is light.

Fig. 19. Intensity of the harmonic yield is given by the peak of the harmonic
field averaged to a single laser shot. The harmonic yields measured were the
fifth (•-red), seventh (�-green), ninth (�-blue) and eleventh (�-orange).

acquisitions rates, and as described in [68] they are well suited
for kHz spectroscopy. The entire apparatus was constructed for
approximately $500 in about a week making it both a cost and
time effective choice for tabletop science. Our version of the
apparatus created by Tauber et al. [68] consists of a 27 cm fluid
column constructed from stainless steel tubing, chromatography
fittings, custom glassware, and a peristaltic pump to recycle the
fluid after the interaction region. At the end of the column is a
narrow aperture, 2.7 mm× 0.3 mm, that holds a thin wire loop to
provide enough capillarity for the fluid to form a film. Absorp-
tion measurements were performed to determine the thickness
of the film at the interaction region. The thickness of the sample
was 150 μm and roughly matched the Rayleigh range of the laser
focus. The average linear velocity of the fluid was 900 μm/ms
and corresponds to a Reynold’s number of Re = 500. This is
well within range of laminar flow (Re < 2000). The fluid source
remained stable over acquisitions of several hours.

Light generated from the laser-fluid interaction was delivered
to a Czerny-Turner spectrometer with an intensified charge-
coupled camera placed at the output. The spectrometer has a
maximum resolution of 1 nm and is energy calibrated from
200–800 nm within an absolute error of ±50%.

Fig. 18(a) illustrates typical HHG spectra in H2O and D2O
at near the maximum pulse power. The highest order harmonic
observed (H13 in H2O and H9 in D2O) as well as the slow de-
crease in harmonic intensity with increasing harmonic order in
the spectra, suggest a nonperturbative process. However, inten-
sity scaling, discussed below, Fig. 19, demonstrate that this is
unlikely. The overall structure of the spectra is probably a result
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of the observed saturation above 270 MW of MIR power. In fact
at 100 MW the harmonic intensities of H5, H7, and H9 scale
by more than one order of magnitude for each decreasing order.
The conversion efficiency of all harmonics is 4 × 10−6 for H2O
and 1 × 10−6 for D2O even though the electronic structures are
the same. As Fig. 15(a) shows, the HHG spectra in H2O and
D2O do not coincide and are slightly shifted from the values of
λ/q where λ is the excitation wavelength and q is the order of
the harmonic.

We believe that at least two distinct physical mechanisms are
at play in the harmonic generation. First, there is strong spec-
tral modulation induced on the pulse by resonant absorption
from water vibrational modes that manifests as absorption of
short wavelengths of the laser pulse in water and long wave-
lengths in heavy water. Phase matching can additionally skew
the harmonics. Consider the total bandwidth (180 nm FWHM)
of the MIR pulse. Calculations performed in [69] demonstrate
that SPM can aid phase matching by adding spectral content
to the fundamental pulse. Although SPM is not substantial in
our experiment the initial bandwidth is. The phase mismatch in
collinear geometry is Δkq = kq − qk0 and the coherence length
is Lc = π/Δkq [70]. Large values of Lc will result in increased
conversion efficiency since destructive interference is minimal.
For example, the coherence length for H9 at λ = 3.66 μm in
H2O is 9.5 μm, i.e., short compared to the sample thickness. At
λ = 3.57 μm and λ = 3.75 μm, the FWHM ends of the spectrum,
Lc = 6.1 μm and at Lc = 15.3 μm, respectively. Clearly, the
long wavelength side of the spectrum phase-matches more effi-
ciently in H2O because of the larger coherence length. In D2O
the corresponding values are Lc = 1.4 μm and Lc = 0.9 μm.
Although the coherence length is much shorter in D2O it is clear
that the short wavelength side of the laser is preferred.

We address the difference in yield in a more quantitative fash-
ion by considering only collinear phase matching and resonant
absorption. Averaging α over the entire spectrum of the funda-
mental and taking Δkq at λ the HHG efficiency parameter, η(L),
is [61], [71]

η (L) =

(
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2
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)
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where L is the length in the material. Since absorption of the
fundamental is different in each sample, we compare propaga-
tion lengths where Gaussian focusing geometry and resonant
absorption reduce the peak intensity of the field by one order
of magnitude assuming the surface of the fluid experiences the
peak of the laser focus. Fig. 18(b) shows the calculated (mea-
sured) efficiency ratios of H2O/D2O are 160 (4), 230 (1.33), and
440 (92) for H5, H7, and H9, respectively. In all three cases, this
simple calculation largely overestimates the yield ratio between
the two samples with the best agreement observed for H9.

The total harmonic yield is determined by (14) and the
medium. According to [61] a nuclear contribution to the nonlin-
ear material polarizability from stretching resonances is respon-
sible for the efficiency enhancement. This may be corroborated

by our results since λ = 3.66 μm is much closer to the OD
stretches than the OH stretches. Nuclear enhancements would
be expected to decrease with increasing harmonic order, accord-
ing to perturbation theory, which may explain why the simple
calculation agrees best with H9. We stress that this is a simpli-
fied approach limited by a lack of knowledge of how the laser
propagates in the medium.

Fig. 19 illustrates how the harmonic intensity experimentally
scales with laser power. It is found that the harmonic intensity
scales as Iqω ∝ Iq

ω . The results for D2O (not shown) are com-
parable. Each data point is the average of several data points
in 10% energy increments. H5, H7, and H9 scale in the pertur-
bative limit, as described above with power laws of I4.5 , I7.1 ,
and I8.8 , respectively. These scaling laws hold over an order of
magnitude change in intensity and seven orders in signal, down
to the single photon-per-event level. In fact, the yield rates do
not change until approximately 270 MW where ionization is
assumed to become significant. The presence of ionization is
corroborated by white light plasma emission. Further efforts
are under way to establish a more robust measurement of the
ionization density. The dominant contribution to H11 no longer
appears to be a direct 11-photon process as is the case for the
lower harmonics observed. Here the power law decreases to
a value of I8.1 indicating a clear break in the direct perturba-
tive scaling. One possibility is that lower-order, indirect N-wave
mixing process(es) is/are contributing to the total yield. For ex-
ample, consider fifth harmonic generation from a direct process
χ5(5ω; ω, ω, ω, ω, ω) and an indirect wave mixing process
χ3(5ω; 3ω, ω, ω). The observed rate would then scale as a
weighted average from all contributing orders and processes;
here we measure I8.1 .

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that a great deal of insight about HHG
can be gained by observing how the harmonic cutoff, yield,
and spectral phase change with the driving laser wavelength. In
addition we reviewed some of our recent work exploiting the
use of long wavelengths to investigate below threshold harmonic
generation as well as novel condensed phase sources of HHG.
The latter subject is a very exciting extension of strong-field
physics with long wavelength lasers that will yield many fruitful
studies further demonstrating the close relationship between
advances in ultrafast laser technology and strong-field physics.
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